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ABSTRACT:
MR is an etiological component for improvement of different co-morbidities, which represent generous weight of the malady. The degree of this co-event fluctuates considerably between reports. To concentrate on the pervasiveness of psychiatric and therapeutic comorbidity, among various degrees of Mental Retardation. This is a cross-sectional, single-centered study led at the outpatient branch of Psychiatry, Maharajah's Institute Of Medical Sciences. Sixty-three persons, who wanted inability affirmation, were determined to have MR according to ICD-10 criteria, The Wechsler's Adult Intelligence Scale and The Developmental of IQ and Vineland Social Maturity Scale for SQ appraisal were utilized. Psychiatric and restorative co-morbidities were analyzed, utilizing clinical examination, research facility examination, the ICD-10 Diagnostic criteria and CHA-PAS SCALE. The factual examination was finished by utilizing. Recurrence, rates and chi square examination were utilized to break down the information. Out of 63 were found to have therapeutic co- bleakness, while 38 were found to have psychiatric co-dismalness. Serious and significant MR was quite often connected with therapeutic co-morbidities, while mellow to direct MR with psychiatric ailment. Diverse co-horrible clutters were dissected.
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I.INTRODUCTION
There is proof of acknowledgment and treatment of scholarly handicap that goes back to Hippocrates, Galen and the Middle Ages. The cutting edge history for the field of scholarly handicap starts in the late eighteenth century 1 . The term co-grimness shows concurrence of a file ailment with another clinical element. It is progressively perceived that co-bleakness is more normal among individuals with scholarly incapacities than among the general populace. It has now been obviously recorded that the rationally impeded are at a more serious danger of creating psychiatric clutters (Borthwick-Duffy and Eyman, 1990) 2 furthermore, medicinal sickness. Double analysis alludes to the joint event of mental hindrance and psychiatric issue. The rates of double determination have fluctuated from 31% to 100% crosswise over different studies (Jacobson, 1982) 3. Indian audit of consequences of past studies on co-morbidities focused on inclination issue (8%), hyperkinetic muddle (14%), extreme introvertedness (11%), psychosis (11%), conduct issue (2%) enuresis (2%) and unspecified enthusiastic and behavioral jumble (26 %)4, for the most part not taking into account any scale but instead the analysts aptitude and the ICD-10 and DSM-IV indicative rules. A Taiwan study utilizing an organized poll demonstrated that related co-dismal restorative on the other hand psychiatric sickness.

II.MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a cross-sectional, single-focused study directed in the Psychiatry Out-Patient Department of a tertiary consideration General Hospital, from February 2013 to May 2013. Sixty three persons, who sought inability confirmation, were taken into the study subsequent to acquiring the educated assent from the concerned. Essential evaluation including case history, complete physical and mental status examination. All subjects incorporated into this study were 60 years. Determination of mental hindrance was made according ICD-10 arrangement. The level of impediment was evaluated in light of the insight remainder and social remainder by utilizing the accompanying tests, Formative Screening Test5 It was created by Bharath Raj (1977, 1983) and comprises of 88 things, which speak to the behavioral attributes of particular age levels, from conception to 15 years old. At every age level, things are drawn from behavioral zones, similar to engine improvement, discourse, dialect, and individual social improvement. Examination of the kid should be possible in semistructured meeting with a guardian. The IQ adding machine joined with the test organizer helps in
prepared calculation of IQ from mental age and the sequential age. DST demonstrated high positive connection +0.8215 to +0.7968 with other knowledge or formative tests. Between scorer unwavering quality (+0.928) and test retest dependability (+0.89) were likewise observed to be high and palatable. The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale - IV6. It is a institutionalized scale created by David Wechsler and reexamined by Pearson and was discharged in 2008. It is made out of 10 center sub-tests and five supplemental subtests, with the 10 center sub-tests involving the Full Scale IQ. It quantifies IQ in people matured 16–90 years. It takes 60-a hour and a half to assess. The electronic assessment and scoring choice was utilized to translate the record and subtest level scale scores. Vineland Social Maturity Scale-Indian Adaption7. It was created by J Bharath Raj Mallin and was distributed in 1984. It is a 89-thing poll evaluating 4 spaces. It takes 20-40 minutes to manage and assesses the social age, social remainder and versatile working running from 0 - 15 years. E.

III.RESULTS

An aggregate of 53 were determined to have a co-dismal turmoil, while 11(17.46%) patients had no co-horrible sickness. Twenty-six patients had both psychiatric and restorative disease, 14 (22.22%) had just medicinal co-dismalness while 13 had just psychiatric co-dreariness. Psychiatric co-bleakness was available in 36 patients out of which 18 had a place with mellow, 6(15.8%) to direct, 7(18.4%) to extreme and 8 to significant MR. Forty patients had a medicinal ailment out of which 17 were connected with mellow MR, 3 with moderate, 10(25%) with serious and 12 with significant MR. Most every now and again seen psychiatric co-bleakness was Stereotyped Movement Disorder (36.85%) trailed by Conduct Disorder (23.7%) and ADHD (18.42%). The recurrence of Stereotyped Movement Disorder and Autism Range Disorders (10.52%) was more in extreme to significant MR, while Conduct issue, Psychosis (2.63%), OCD (5.26%), Depressive scene (8%), Manic scene (5%) and Anxiety issue (13%) were normal in gentle to direct MR. ADHD was seen just as crosswise over gentle, moderate and extreme MR and less in significant MR. Eating Disarranges (5.26%) and PTSD (5.26%) were related with gentle and extreme MR, while Separation Anxiety Disarranges (5.26%) with gentle and significant MR. Propensity and Drive Disorders (2.63%) and Tic issue (2.63%) were found in moderate MR (Table 3, Figure 4). The most well-known psychiatric issue found in our study was Stereotyped Movement Disorder, trailed by Conduct Disorder and ADHD.
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This finding was steady with the perspectives of Lewis and Maclean (1982)12, who after assessing the writing, had reached the conclusion that most concentrates independent of the specimen and the philosophy, bolster an expanded predominance of behavioral and enthusiastic disarranges. Stereotyped Development Disorder and Autism Spectrum Disorder were more regular in serious to significant MR. Frequent this is the purpose behind referral and the center for psychiatric intercession. Conduct issue, Psychosis, OCD, Depressive scene, Manic scene and Anxiety issue were more basic in gentle to direct MR. State of mind scatters were observed to be normal in the gentle mental hindrance . ADHD was all the more regularly connected with gentle, moderate and serious MR. Dietary issues, PTSD and Detachment Anxiety Disorders were reliably found in mellow MR. Propensity and Impulse Disorder and Tic issue were found in moderate MR. This recurrence dissemination was predictable with before discoveries.
CONCLUSION

Taking everything into account, Psychiatric co-dismalness was more regular in mellow to direct mental hindrance. Therapeutic comorbidity was more regular in serious to significant mental hindrance. Most regular psychiatric disease is Stereotyped Movement Disorder, while Epilepsy is most regular therapeutic disease. Restorative sickness was more pervasive in serious MR. Psychiatric clutters are usually analyzed in milder degrees of impediment as contrasted with serious impediment, because of symptomatic dominating. In such cases, truths like hindered dialect advancement behavioral changes, natural changes, This was an OPD based study, with a little specimen of patients who have wanted handicap confirmation that won't not have been a genuine illustrative of the general populace.
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